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Introduction
The 2019-22 Strategic Plan development process began in late 2017 with 
discussion and initial planning by the Committee of Management (CoM). A 
facilitated planning session was held with staff and parents to seek feedback 
around the school’s values, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.


The raw feedback was consolidated into a community feedback document which 
was subsequently used by the 2018/2019 CoM to inform and shape development 
of this Strategic Plan along with a renewed Vision, revised Values and Statement 
of Philosophy for Beechworth Montessori School.


To aid refinement of the feedback and creation of insightful actions, the community 
feedback and subsequent CoM deliberations were focused around developing 
answers to 6 key questions:


1. What is it that makes us, us?

2. What makes our school different to others in the region?

3. What will cause parents to choose and remain at the school?

4. As parents and students, what do we expect of the school?

5. Where do we want to go/grow?

6. What does financial and organisational stability look like? 


A great many ideas and initiatives were identified, following this work the CoM 
produced a draft strategy wheel that identified areas of strategic focus, clarified 
the schools vision and developed new values aimed at being applicable to and 
understandable by all members of our school community. 
 
The focus areas and initiatives were then categorised based around broad 
strategic objectives and transformed into a matrix of actionable initiatives. These 
initiatives serve as the core of the schools Strategic Plan for the period 2019 - 
2022. Some initiatives require further feasibility assessment and progress may be 
subject to logistical and financial constraints. Progress reporting in support of this 
plan will form part of the schools annual report.


The original period for this plan was 2019 to 2021, however due to the constraints 
imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, its effective period has been extended to 
cover the 2022 calendar year.






Our Vision
A thriving, progressive, Montessori school that inspires 
motivated and independent learners.


Our Values

Respect; We value ourselves, others and the world we live in.

Courage; We face into challenges, try new things and act on 
what we believe.

Peace; Compassion, kindness and understanding are at the 
heart of how we think and act.

Progress; Our knowledge, imagination and creativity enable us 
to improve ourselves and our world.

Our Statement of Philosophy
Beechworth Montessori School fosters each child’s 
natural desire to learn, guiding them to grow into 
respectful, independent and confident adults who 
contribute positively to the world.





Defining Characteristics

In support of our vision there are a series of characteristics that 
together uniquely define Beechworth Montessori School;

➤
We hold a strong philosophical belief in Montessori pedagogy 
and practice - we are first and foremost a Montessori school.

➤
We are the only Montessori primary school in North East 
Victoria.

➤
We aim to offer an affordable Montessori education to all 
families within North East Victoria.

➤
We provide purpose built Montessori classrooms and learning 
spaces.

➤ We offer industry leading educational staff to student ratios.

➤
We are an Independent school that is community owned and 
community governed.

➤ We are non secular.





Where we need to focusStrategic Context
Beechworth Montessori is a young school and in the context of the Australian 
Independent school sector is classified as a small school, both of which present 
great opportunity as well as the need for diligent guidance and oversight. 
 
In the formative years of the primary school the focus was on monthly cash flow, 
curriculum and the supporting materials needed for a Montessori classroom. The 
school was small, flexible and relied on a small group of dedicated staff and 
volunteers for all aspects of its operations.


As student numbers increased there was a need to focus on facilities to ensure there 
was adequate Montessori learning spaces for the growing primary school. This 
culminated in the relocation from the Mayday Hills precinct to the school’s current 
location in Gilchrist Avenue in 2014. The relocation was a considerable undertaking 
and consumed significant  financial, physical and emotional resources, however the 
founders’ early vision had been realised and the school now had a permanent home 
and purpose built learning spaces. In 2015 the school secured a $650k capital grant 
that would allow for the final elements of the Gilchrist Avenue master plan to be 
completed, the centre piece being a multi-purpose hall. In late 2017 the hall and 
associated works were finalised, concluding a 5 year program of works to establish 
the Gilchrist Avenue site.


Since 2016 the regulator domains in which the school operates has seen significant 
change with marked increases in regulatory requirements covering both the Early 
Years and the Primary School under both the state and federal jurisdictions. These 
changes require increased process rigour, stringent oversight and increased levels of 
legal responsibility for the Principal, President and CoM.


As the school moves into the next phase our strategic focus needs to shift. 
 
This next period will focus on our organisational culture, our Montessori practice and 
the organisational capabilities needed to support our vision of a thriving, progressive 
Montessori school that inspires motivated and independent learners.
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Focus Areas

F1

Our Students
This is the core of our school and our reason for being. Each day over 100 children attend our school to be 
inspired to work, learn, laugh and play. We provide every child with individualised social, emotional and 
academic development to enable their progression and a lifelong love of learning.

F2

Parents
Parents choose Beechworth Montessori School for a variety of reasons. To some our Montessori pedagogy is 
central to their decision, whereas others hold an affinity with the non mainstream nature of the school or the 
calm way in which the students undertake their work. Ultimately we are a Montessori school and an 
understanding and respect for the pedagogy is critical for our continued success. We need to work to ensure 
our parents actively embrace our vision, values and statement of philosophy and through doing so are strong 
advocates for the pedagogy and broader curriculum.

F3

People & Culture
Inspiration and motivation of our students to learn comes as a result of a team of passionate and motivated 
professionals who are trained in and believe in Montessori practice. We need to provide a workplace where 
they feel appropriately rewarded, supported and where they too are motivated to continue to learn and 
develop.

F4

Environment & Curriculum
Integral to Montessori philosophy and pedagogy is a broader, globally minded and holistic education based 
on hands-on experiences within an integrated curriculum. We need to establish a framework for the school 
that actively works towards the goal of building a sustainable and peaceful future that will enable students to 
positively leverage opportunities in a rapidly changing world.

F5

Stability, Governance & Growth
The last three years has seen a period of stability in leadership and staffing. Flat enrolment numbers are 
resulting in revenue pressures and increasing regulatory and governance requirements is necessitating 
increases in management skill and resource. Efficiencies is some governance/management functions need to 
be realised to contain costs. Increases in revenue (enrolments) are needed to fund enhancement to 
curriculum and required changes to governance and management.

F6

Community Connection
Continue the work to develop broader understanding of our school and Montessori practice within our 
community. Work within the community to develop awareness of years 0 to 12 Montessori Education 
Pathways and the Montessori Adolescent Program (MAP).





Summary of Strategic Objectives

SO1 Targeted Enrolments, Enhanced Communications & Marketing

Develop contemporary and engaging communications to deepen the understanding of Beechworth 
Montessori practice with parents and the broader community through a structured communication 
programs. Analyse our market place and understand the motivators for people to enrol in Montessori 
education. Leveraging the new communication assets and our understanding of  the market place deliver 
targeted campaigns to prospective families.

SO2 Supporting our people and enhancing their performance
Ensure Beechworth Montessori is a work place of choice for educational professionals seeking a career 
within the independent school sector.  Continued pursuit of competitive renumeration and development of 
structured performance assessment and professional development frameworks.  Align understanding of 
Montessori practice across employees and parents through the development of tools / materials that 
describe what Montessori practice comprises within Beechworth Montessori School.

SO3 Governance & Best Practice
Assess options for transitioning school governance to an industry best practice model. Review risk &  
compliance, policy management and finance functions to improve governance, management visibility and  
process efficiency.

SO4 Enhancing our Buildings and Grounds
Enhance outdoor learning through development and implementation of plans for cycle 2 and 3 curriculum 
areas. Enhance use and visual amenity of the playground and streetscape. Improve planning and cost 
management through development of Building and Grounds Maintenance plan.

SO5 Extending our curriculum and learning
Assess options for curriculum extensions related to outdoor education and STEM that are aligned with our 
Montessori practice and provide differentiation. Embed a culture and practice of environmental awareness, 
sustainability and community throughout our curriculum. Create awareness of Montessori Adolescent 
Program (MAP) as a secondary education pathway and support initiatives for delivery of MAP.

All activity in support of the focus areas will be planned and managed under the following 5 
strategic objectives;

A series of initiatives in support of each of the strategic objectives is outlined on the following 
pages. A summary of these initiatives and how each supports the focus areas can be found in 
Appendix 1. 

Initiatives will be progressed based upon relative priority, logistics and financial constraints. 
Priority and progress of initiatives will form part of the schools annual report and tabled at the 
Annual General meeting.



Targeted Enrolments, Enhanced 
Communications & Marketing

Strategic Objective #1



A
Communicate Strategic Plan, progress and outcomes to staff and parents.
SUPPORTS: F2, F5. Demonstrates progress and holds CoM accountable for outcomes. Provides context for future engagement.

B
Communicate Montessori philosophy and practice to parents and broader 
community.
SUPPORTS: F2, F5, F6, Provides ongoing insights and benefits of Montessori education and demystifies the pedagogy.

C
Communicate medium to long term student transition and curriculum planning to 
parents.
SUPPORTS: F2, F3, F4, Provides clarity and invites engagement around student development across cycles.

D

Assess current student, parent and community communication methods for 
effectiveness, implement change where necessary.
SUPPORTS: F1, F2, F6, Current methods have been in place for a long time with little change. Lack of parent awareness of many 
initiatives suggests engagement with current methods is less than optimal.

E

Active school catchment and competitor management through analysis of 
potential enrolments by location, demographic and/or interests.
SUPPORTS: F5, Provide statistical basis for targeted marketing and on there ground activities to broaden knowledge of Montessori 
and services provided by the school. Targeted building of enrolments within a specific geography may provide options for extensions 
to bus services or facilitated transfers thereby broadening appeal

F
Strengthen the process for introduction and induction methods for prospective 
families.
SUPPORTS: F2, F5, Maximise the opportunity for shared understanding of the school and prospective student/s, optimise 
conversion of enquiry to enrolments.

Supporting Initiatives



Strategic Objective #2

Supporting our people & 
enhancing their performance



Supporting Initiatives

A

Continue to pursue pay parity and assess transition to an Enterprise Bargaining 
Agreement.
SUPPORTS: F3, F5. State Government legislated increases for government sector teachers has put significant pressure on the 
independent sector. Staffing stability requires commensurate renumeration. Evaluate productivity and financial stability benefits of an 
EBA.

B
Develop formal professional development program
SUPPORTS: F3.  Transition all staff to Montessori qualifications and provide development and career pathways where available.

C

Foster support for and host networking and peer support opportunities across the 
broader Montessori community.
SUPPORTS: F3, F5, F6. Build connectedness with extended Montessori community and foster awareness and understanding of 
BMS. Provide local opportunities for Montessori awareness and community development.

D
Introduce formal performance assessment framework at all levels
SUPPORTS: F3, F5. Provide objective assessment of performance and clarity of performance expectations. Introduce 360 degree 
feedback processes for senior roles.

E
Develop succession plans for key roles with single person dependencies
SUPPORTS: F3, F5. Ensure understanding of skills and competencies needed for key roles. Identify possible internal succession.

F
Formalise People and Performance Sub-Committee and related policies
SUPPORTS: F5. Formalise processes for recruitment, grievance management and CoM governance of HR management 

G
Develop new ways to promote Montessori pedagogy to parents
SUPPORTS: F2, F4. Continue to innovate how the school engages parents and broader community in relation to understanding and 
developments in Montessori pedagogy and practice.

H

Develop a framework for defining Montessori practice within BMS and the 
relationship to organisational culture.
SUPPORTS:  F2, F3, F5. Develop a shared understanding between staff and parents around what constitutes the Montessori 
Pedagogy and practice as opposed to Beechworth Montessori culture. This provide clarity and assists in conflict resolution around 
pedagogy, culture and behaviour.



Strategic Objective #3

Governance & Best Practice

A

Implement formal process for gathering data to assess student, staff, parent 
satisfaction.
SUPPORTS: F2, F3. Ensures regular and consistent feedback from key stakeholders fro both the Principal and CoM to aid planning 
and service delivery.

Supporting Initiatives



B

Develop transition models and costings to migrate current CoM management and 
oversight to one of oversight only
SUPPORTS: F5. Historically the CoM has provided both governance and some management functions. This requires a diverse set of 
skills, significant time commitment for a volunteer committee/board and high degree of cooperation between the Committee and the 
Principal, With the broadening regulatory domains, need for increased skills and timely management decisions the current model is 
no longer sustainable, nor is it aligned with recommended practice / governance frameworks.

C
Develop CoM level Risk Management framework
SUPPORTS F5. Devise and implement a framework for strategic and governance risks that provide appropriate oversight of the 
complex regulatory and risk domains that the school operates within. Ensure alignment with the operational risk management 
framework managed by the Principal and ensure appropriate alignment of escalation of risk-to-issue between the two frameworks.

D

Implement improved policy management approach that aides versioning, 
distribution and policy inter-dependencies.
SUPPORTS: F3, F5. Simplify and clarify the policy administration domain of the school using a systems driven approach to policy 
management.

E
Develop financial model communication plan
SUPPORTS: F2, F5. Develop a concise overview of the key financial levers that influence school income and expenses including 
income sources and income and expense risks.

F
Formalise monthly finance reporting to Finance Sub-Committee and CoM
SUPPORTS: F5. Ensure timely and consistent reporting of financial performance is available to the FSC and CoM

G
Formalise financial forecasting model and process
SUPPORTS: F5. Review and revise the 10 year forecast model and align updates with annual budget and results reporting.

H
Develop Financial Assistance Criteria and supporting policy
SUPPORTS: F2, F5. FSC to develop policy and supporting criteria for the granting of fee assistance. Policy and criteria to be aligned 
with the ethos of a community centric school.

I
Review finance function processes and responsibilities
SUPPORTS: F5. FSC to review systems, process and cost of finance function and report finding and recommendations to the CoM

Conclude sale of Chapel and Workshop assets and OwnersCorporation Changes

J
SUPPORTS: F5. Realise value of non required assets and availability of Cycle-3 outdoor learning area. Work with precinct owners 
corporation to streamline OC management and provide understanding of OC shared risks, ensure appropriate insurances are in 
place to mitigate identified risks,

cont…



Strategic Objective #4

Enhancing our building & Grounds



Supporting Initiatives

A
Fence and develop Cycle 3 outdoor curriculum area
SUPPORTS: F1, F4. Design and implement  out door curriculum area aligned with the student needs and learning objectives through 
fencing and implementation of supporting learning materials

B
Develop Cycle 2 outdoor curriculum area
SUPPORTS: F1,F4. Activate the existing cycle 2 out door area through design and implementation of learning areas and supporting 
materials. 

C
Develop and cost plans for Ruby room redevelopment
SUPPORTS F3, F4. Redesign of the existing Ruby room space to address visibility constraints and enhance multi-age program 
attendance through introduction of zoned areas.

D
Develop a formal maintenance schedule with supporting costings
SUPPORTS: F5. Provide visibility and budgetary costing of maintenance requirements.

E
Develop and implement curb-side beautification project
SUPPORTS: F5, F6. Enhance the street appeal of the school through targeted enhancements of street visible infrastructure, and non 
landscapes areas. This is currently deemed a detractor for potential new enrolments.

F
Evaluate carpark redesign and refresh line markings
SUPPORTS: F5. Reintroduce carpark line markings to provide clarity of designated parking, walking and road courses. Consider 
improvements to layout and traffic flow.

G
Develop and cost plans for non-assisted community use of the hall
SUPPORTS: F5,F6. Public use of the hall requires a degree of BMS oversight and access to services outside of the immediate hall 
area. Develop plans and costings to remove address these constraints so as an appropriate cost recovery model for hall rental can 
be determined.

H
Develop grounds refurbishment plan to improve durability and amenity
SUPPORTS: F1. The playground area sees a high level of usage. The current layout and surfaces lack required durability, 
particularly in winter and impact the usability and amenity of the playground area for students, staff and neighbours.



Strategic Objective #5

Extending our curriculum and learning



A

Develop approach for thoughtful application of ICT within the learning 
environment.
SUPPORTS: F2, F4. Formalise the use of ICT within the learning areas through consideration and consultation of areas of curriculum 
that could benefit. Develop plans and costings for implementation.

B

Evaluate inter / extra-curricula extensions across sciences, arts, outdoor 
education and physical education.
SUPPORTS: F1, F4, F5. Examine areas for possible extension of the school curriculum or sponsored support of targeted 
extracurricular actives. Assess alignment with Montessori practice and BMS direction and culture.

C
Support and foster Social Enterprise and Entrepreneurship program with ACRE
SUPPORTS F1, F4, F6. In partnership with ACRE continue the development of entrepreneurial skills development and learning 
within Cycle 3, consider adaption to Cycle 2.

D
Support and foster progression of the Montessori Adolescent Program (MAP)
SUPPORTS: F1, F2, F5, F6. Develop and foster pathways for secondary level Montessori education and BSCs development of MAP

E Develop organisational energy & environment policy and supporting initiatives
SUPPORTS: F1, F4, F5. Develop and integrated approach to energy and environment awareness through a policy based 
assessment of the schools environmental footprint. Working with students develop projects to address areas of non-compliance.

F Develop an annual BMS Community and Environmental Sustainability Report
SUPPORTS: F1, F2, F4, F5, F6. Leveraging the work with the organisation energy and environment policy develop an annual CESR 
that demonstrates BMS commitment to the environment and activities that support the broader community and financial 
commitments made to areas such as green energy and fee support. This is listed under the Curriculum and Learning Environment 
areas as this is a shared initiative between cycle-3 students, the principal and the CoM.

G

Develop a framework that enables students to contribute to a sustainable and 
peaceful future 

SUPPORTS: F1, F2, F4, F5, F6. Actively work towards the goal of building a sustainable and peaceful future that will enable students 
to positively leverage opportunities in a rapidly changing world.

Supporting Initiatives



Appendix 1. Strategic Objectives by Focus Areas

Students 
 

F1

Parents 
 

F2

People & 
Culture 

F3

Environment & 
Curriculum 

F4

Growth & 
Governance

F5

Community 
Connection 

F6

SO1 -Targeted Enrolments, Enhanced Communications &  Marketing

SO1.A + + +

SO1.B + + +

SO1.C + + +

SO1.D + + +

SO1.E +

SO1.F + +

SO2 - Supporting our people & enhancing their performance

SO2.A + +

SO2.B +

SO2.C + + +

SO2.D + +

SO2.E + +

SO2.F + +

SO2.G + +

SO2.H + + +

SO2 - Governance & Best Practice

SO2.A + + + +

SO2.B + +

SO2.C +

SO2.D + +

SO2.E + +

SO2.F +

SO2.G +

SO2.H + +

SO2.I +

SO2.J +



Students 
 

F1

Parents 
 

F2

People & 
Culture 

F3

Environment & 
Curriculum 

F4

Stable 
Organisation 

F5

Community 
Connection 

F6

SO4 - Enhancing our buildings & grounds

SO4.A + +

SO4.B + +

SO4.C + +

SO4.D +

SO4.E + +

SO4.F +

SO4.G + +

SO4.H +

SO5 - Curriculum and Learning Environment

SO5.A + +

SO5.B + + +

SO5.C + + +

SO5.D + + + +

SO5.E + + +

SO5.F + + + + +

SO5.G + + + + +
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